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1. Introduction
Following the SAM methodology developed and described in D3.1 – “Definition of Professional Profiles Design
& Review Process and AM Sectoral Framework to Sustain and Feed the AM Qualification System”, this document
aims to provide a set of templates that enable conducting the methodology in real cases. This document begins
with classifying data sources, discussed in section 2.3 of deliverable 3.1, that are used during the process of
revision and creation of professional profiles. A schematic of data sources process is shown in Appendix C. The
next section provides a set of templates for every step of the SAM methodology and according to the applied
data sources. SAM Methodology and schematic view of Revision/Creation professional profile are shown in
Appendixes A and B, respectively. For every template, its inputs and expected outputs are given, as well as the
assigned actor(s).
In order to understand better the SAM methodology, an application example is given at Appendix B in
deliverable 3.1. That example clarifies how SAM methodology applies to design an AM operator professional
profile in the post-processing stage. Indeed giving some examples of how to use templates given in this
document will be strongly helpful to conduct the SAM methodology too. In this regard, it is expected that the
designed templates are conducted and tested in some real case scenarios in the second year of the project, and
its new revision, based on the given feedback of experimental studies, are presented in the next version of this
deliverable.

2. Data sources to design professional profiles
2.1 Document Analysis
Documents mostly are considered as texts but there are other types of documents that contain images and
videos, too. Document analysis is defined as a systematic process to study and assess documents. Like other
qualitative data analysis methods, here, the document analysis needs to follow a systematic procedure
consisting of collecting, selecting, organizing, synthesising and interpreting data for getting meaningful
information.
In SAM methodology, document analysis is used in different steps of the creation and revision of professional
profiles. Mostly, it is the first phase of a data sources process and its results subsequently are considered as an
input for the further phases, including initial working group, survey, and workshop. Analyst and researchers are
the main actors to perform a document analysis. The expected output of the document analysis at each step of
the methodology helps actors to define relevant input in the further steps of data resources process including:
working group, Workshops, Interview/Surveys. Document analysis, for example, is the main resource for
identification of characteristics of the new/updated technology in the step 1.1 of methodology (template
reference1: CNT). Next, through document analysis, the achieved output gives relevant information to identify
similarities between the new/updated technology and other technologies in the beginning of the step 1.2 of
methodology (template reference: STT).

2.2 Initial working groups
Initial working groups are sessions to collect and organize a set of data and information before conducting
surveys, interviews, and validation workshops. The aim of this small group of experts moderated by the analyst
is to provide inputs and feedback regarding the given topic.

1

In section 3 of this deliverable each template has been identified by a specific “template reference”
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There are some aspects that need to be considered when organizing initial working groups, such as the
preparation of supporting documents, including agenda and a contact list. Also, the preparation of working
documents and templates related to the topics to be discussed during the group session is essential.
The outcomes of the workshops’ sessions correspond to the feedback provided by participants and inputs
collected by partners in the process. Therefore, these results should consist of templates to be filled/written by
participants with their comments or suggestions on a given topic.

2.3 Surveys
In SAM methodology, in the process of creation and revision of professional profiles, the survey plays a
complementary role towards validating those new job activities that have been defined in initial working group.
An instruction of how to conduct a survey study will be given in the identification of new job activities step, step
2.2 (Revision) and step 1.5 (Creation).
Apart from detailed description of how to conduct survey in step 2.2 (Revision) and step 1.5 (Creation), here,
there are some general recommendations to do a survey study. The analyst is responsible to perform a survey
study. An important step to do this is to characterize the target group and make a list of contacts with data (i.e.
name, entity, address, e-mail and telephone contact). Regarding the aim of the survey - the definition new job
activities - it requires identifying and selecting a group of respondents qualified enough to answer the
questionnaires. The next step is sending an invitation letter to the list via email or post address, becoming aware
of those experts interested to participate in the survey study. The following template, as an example, allows
keeping track of the stakeholders who received the invitations to participate and the ones who already have
replied.
Table 1. A template to track participants in a survey study
No

Organization

Sector

Contact
name

Role

Response to invitation letter
Accept
Reject Unknown

Done survey
Yes
No

1
n

2.4 Interviews
Interviews are used in two steps of the revision and creation of professional profiles. To identify new job
activities, step 2.2 (Revision) and step 1.5 (Creation), it is considered as a complementary method - like survey towards validating those new job activities that have been defined in initial working group. Moreover, it uses
as a complementary tool in the identification of new learning outcomes step, step 4.3 (Revision and Creation.
The interview intends to build on preliminary data provided by a documents’ analysis and/or an initial working
group. An instruction of how to conduct an interview study is available in the mentioned section above
explaining the kits and templates for both “identify new job activities” and “identify new learning outcomes”.
Apart from detailed description of how to conduct interview in step 2.2 (Revision) and step 1.5 (Creation), and
step 4.3 (Revision and Creation), here, there are some general recommendations to do an interview session.
The analyst is responsible to perform the interview study. For this task, using a semi-structured interview
presents itself more fruitful when the interview does not contain only close-ended items but also allows the
interviewee to bring new ideas through open-ended questions. An important step to do interviews is to
characterize the target group and make a list of contacts with data (i.e. name, entity, address, e-mail and
telephone contact). The next step is sending an invitation letter to the list via email or post address, being aware
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of those experts interested to participate in the interview study. An interview consent form needs to be sent,
together with the invitation, to the person who is going to be interviewed and get it back signed prior to the
interview. The following template, as an example, allows keeping track of the stakeholders who received the
invitations to participate and the ones who already have replied.
Table 2. A template to track participants in an interview
No

Organization

Sector

Contact
name

Role

Response to invitation letter
Accept
Reject Unknown

Done Interview
Yes
No

1
n

2.5 Validation Workshops
SAM methodology includes two types of validation workshops. The first one aims to validate the job
functions/activities defined after completing step 1 and step 2 of the methodology, and the purpose of the
second one is to validate the knowledge and skills extracted from doing step 4 of the methodology. Detailed
description of these steps were discussed in the Deliverable 3.1, and here, a schematic of the methodology for
revision and creation of professional profiles is shown in Appendix B. The validation workshop, due to its
objective, takes place with groups of experts with industry and/or education background.
The analyst is responsible for the workshop preparation. There are some aspects that need to be considered
when organizing a validation workshop with a number of participants; for example, the preparation of templates
and supporting documents, including agenda and a contact list. Moreover, it needs preparation plans to
organize working groups before the workshop. To organize working groups, partners need to consider the
background and experience of the invited participants, in order to ensure diversity. Regarding the SAM project’s
priority in gender equity, it is recommended to foster gender balance in each group. The analyst has to organize
the results of the validation workshop. The outcomes of the workshops’ sessions correspond to the feedback
provided by participants and inputs collected by partners in the process. Therefore, these results should consist
of templates to be filled/written by participants with their comments or suggestions on a given topic.
Given the importance of having the same procedure for the preparation of templates and supporting
documents, the following items guide workshop organizers to follow the same rules and conditions to organize
the validation workshops:
Agenda: Preparing the Agenda depends on the event´s scope and objectives, on what needs to be analysed/
validated. When preparing the Agenda, the organisers need to set the date and venue for the event. The Agenda
needs to indicate the title of the event (Job functions/activities identification – knowledge/skills identification)
indicating date, hour and place of the event, as well as the name of the hosting partner and the address of the
venue. This information is placed on the head of the Agenda. It is important that the participants invited have a
clear idea of the topics to be discussed and of the Agenda in the beginning of the meeting.
Contact list: An important step in organising Workshops’ sessions is to elaborate a list of contacts with data (i.e.
name, entity, address, e-mail and telephone contact) from target groups, who will receive an invitation to
participate, based on the scope and objectives of those events. The template, given in Table 3 allows keeping
track of those who received the invitations and agendas (Contacted) and the ones who already confirmed their
attendance in the events (Confirmed).
Table 3. Template to track invited participants to a workshop
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NO
1

Name

Entity

Address

Email

Contact number

Contacted

Confirmed

n
Invitations: After assembling a Contact List and setting the Agenda for the event, the next step is to send the
invitations to the stakeholders. This is done via email, addressing the person and/or the entity he/she
represents. The register can be made by using an online platform.

3. Kits and Templates to design professional profiles
Deliverable 3.1, the first part of the methodology for designing and revising professional profiles and developing
skills, containing the definition of the professional profiles design and review processes, demonstrates the SAM
methodology developed for creation/revision of professional profiles. This methodology depicts the design
process from the point that a skill gap is detected till the definition of the professional profiles and the design
of Units of learning outcomes. As shown in Appendix B, this process is divided in two main stages.
designing/redesigning job functions/activities towards definition of professional profiles, and then definition of
knowledge and skills required to design Units of learning outcomes. To facilitate conducting this methodology
in practice, the following sections provide a set of templates for every step of this process, according to the
applied data sources. For every template, its inputs and expected outputs are given, as well as the assigned
actor(s). The following templates consider a new/updated technology as the detected skill gap, but since their
logic is the same, they are easily adaptable to other skill gaps classified in D3.1, shown in Appendix D too.

3.1 Definition of the professional profile
“Definition of the professional profile” and “Design and Review of Units of learning outcomes” are two main
stages in the process of Revision and Creation professional profiles, see Appendix B. This section provides
templates necessary in designing job functions/activities, and then in the next section templates necessary for
definition related knowledge and skills will be presented. The whole will enable to conduct the methodology in
real case scenarios.
Defining the characteristics of the new/updated technological process
Revision: step 1.1 / Creation: step 1.1
Document analysis:
Input: Existing documents about the new/updated technology – Output: characteristics of new/update
technology – Actor: Researchers
Reference: CNT
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates:
New technology
designation
Machines

Characteristics of new technology
Instance Ref: CNT-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

Tools

Technological update
Technical
Sources

Process

New Standards

Others
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Materials used
Ceramic
Polymers

Metals

Biomaterial

Performance
Material per
part
consumption
efficiency

Surface quality

Surface
Roughness

Environmental

Power
efficiency

Build
volume

Standards
Safety

post
processing

Procedures

Others

Others

Initial working group:
Input: identified characteristics of new/updated technology – Output: verified characteristic – Actors: Analyst
and experts

Verification of the identified characteristics of new/updated technology
Reference: VCNT
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: CNT
Characteristics

Technical

Material

Performance

Standards

Instance Ref: VCNT-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:
Verification status
Verified
Not verified

Reasoning and comments

Te1:
.
.
Ten:
M1:
.
.
Mn:
F1 :
.
.
Fn:
S1:
.
.
Sn:
Added new ones
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Listing Professional Profiles in similar Technologies
Revision: step 1.2 / Creation: step 1.2
Document analysis:
Input: Existing documents about the similar technologies – Output: Identification of similarities between the
new/updated technology and other technologies – Actor: Analyst
Identification of similarities between the new/updated technology and other technologies
Reference: STT
Instance Ref: STT-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: VCNT
Technical
Materials used
Performance
Standards
Others

Procedures

Safety

Environmental

Others

Post-processing

Build volume

Power efficiency

Surface Roughness

Surface quality

Material-consumption
efficiency

Others

Biomaterial

Polymers

Ceramic

Metals

Others

New Standards

Process

Sources

Tools

Machines
New/U
pdated
Tech
Tech1
.
.
.
Techn

Initial working group:
Input: Identification of similarities between the new/updated technology and other technologies – Output: list
of similar technologies – Actor: Analyst and experts
Reference: AST
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: STT
Similar technologies

List of approved similar technologies
Instance Ref: AST-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

Approved

Approved status
Not approved

Reasoning and
comments

Tech1
.
.
.
Techn
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Input: List of similar technologies – Output: professional profiles of similar technologies– Actor: Analyst
Impacted existing Professional Profiles by new/updated technology
Reference: IPPT
Instance Ref: IPPT-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates:
Role
Description of PP

* This table should be repeated for any role impacted by the new/updated technology
Professional profiles for similar technologies
Reference: PPST
Instance Ref: PPST-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: AST
Role:
Professional profiles
Similar technologies
Job Functions
Job Activities
JA111
.
JF11
.
.
JA11n
.
Tech1
.
.
JA1n1
.
JF1n
.
.
JA1nn
.
.
.
JAn11
.
JFn1
.
.
JAn1n
Techn
.
.
..
JAnn1
JFnn
JAnnn
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Listing/Analysing the related job activities/functions of similar professional profiles
Revision: step 1.3 / Creation: step 1.3
Document analysis:
Input: list of Job Activities in similar professional profiles – Output: model of activities based on the IDEF0 –
Actor: Analyst
*In the following table: “Input”→”I”, “Output”→”O”, “Resource”→”R”, “Control”→”C”
Model of activities of similar professional profile based on the IDEF0
Reference: MSPP
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: PPST
Technologies

Instance Ref: MSPP-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:
Job Activities
Job activitiy1.1

.
.
.

Tech1

Job Activity1.i
.
.
.

.
.
.
Job Activityn.1
.
.
.

Techn

Job Activityn.j

Activities items
I1.1 :
O1.1 :
R1.1 :
C1.1 :
.
.
.
I1.i
O1.i
R1.i
C1.i
.
.
.
In.1
On.1
Rn.1
Cn.1
.
.
.
In.j
On.j
Rn.j
Cn.j

Initial working group:
Input: Model of activities of similar professional profiles – Output: List of dependent activities – Actor: Analyst
and experts
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Classification of Dependent/Independent activities
Reference: DIA
Instance Ref: DIA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: MSPP
Dependent activities
Belonged Tech
Reasoning and Comments

** “Independent activities” are directly transferred into the under design professional profile
Analysis of application of the new/updated technological process in the other roles/sectors
Revision: step 2.1 / Creation: step 1.4
Document analysis:
Input: dependent activities– Output: List of the identified dependent activities for the new/updated technology
in the other sectors/roles – Actor: Analyst
Reference: DAS
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: DIA

List of dependent activities in the other situations
Instance Ref: DAS-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

Activity

Sector

Situation
Role

Activity1
.
.
.
Activityn
Initial working group:
Input: List of dependent activities for new/updated technology in the other roles/sectors – Output: List of
relevant activities that are transferred into the under design Professional Profile – Actor: Analyst and experts
List of relevant activities are transferred into the under design PP
Reference: ATPP
Instance Ref: ATTP-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: DAS
Relevancy status
Activity
Relevant
Not relevant
Activity1
.
.
.
Activityn

Comments and
reasoning
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Input: List of relevant activities that are transferred into the under design Professional Profile – Output:
Definition of the activities in the under design Professional Profile – Actor: Analyst and experts
Reference: DAPP
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: ATPP

Definition of activities in the under design PP
Instance Ref: DAPP-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

Activity

Contents in the other
sectors/roles

Definition of the
activity in the under
design PP

Comments

Activity1
.
.
.
Activitym
Identify new job activities
Revision: step 2.2 / Creation: step 1.5
Initial working group:
Input: Current identified activities in the under design professional profile– Output: New activities – Actor:
Analyst
Reference: NAPP
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: DAPP
New activities
Activitiym+1
.
.
.
Activityn

List of the new activities
Instance Ref: NAPP-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:
Definition

Reasoning and Comments

Survey or Interview
Survey
Input: The identified new activities in the initial working group – Output: The verified list of new activities –
Actor: Analyst and a group of experts
Besides the general guidelines to conduct the survey given in section 2.3, the following rules need to be
considered in conducting this survey study:
o Respondents are asked to rate the relevance of each identified new activity to the under design.
professional profile; for example, in a five points scale, from “not relevant at all” to “very relevant”.
o There is a blank place for every item, where respondents can add their comments and reasoning.
o The last section of the questionnaire lets respondents add new activities that are, in their opinion, missing
in the identified items.
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An example: In your opinion, to what extent is “Activityx” relevant to the professional profile for a post-process
operator in technologyx
Not relevant at all

Less relevant

Neither relevant nor not relevant

Relevant

Very relevant

List of assessment of relevance of new activities
Reference: RNA
Instance Ref: VNA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: NAPP
Status
Reasoning and
New activities
Comments
Relevant
Not relevant
Activitiym+1
.
.
.
Activityn
Added new one
New activities
Definition
Reasoning and Comments
Activitiyn+1
.
.
.
Activityp
Interview
Input: The identified new activities in the initial working group – Output: The verified list of new activities –
Actor: Analyst and a group of experts
Besides the general guidelines to conduct interviews, given before in section 2.4, the following rules need to be
considered for this semi-structured interview session:
o Interviewees are asked to rate the relevance of each identified new activity to the under design
professional profile, for example in a five points scale from “not relevant at all” to “very relevant”.
o Interviewees are asked to justify their choice.
o Interviewees are asked to add any new activities, that are, in their opinion, missing in the identified items.
List of assessment of relevance of new activities
Reference: RNA
Instance Ref: VNA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: NAPP
Status
Reasoning and
New activities
Comments
Relevant
Not relevant
Activitiym+1
.
.
.
Activityn
Added new one
New activities
Definition
Reasoning and Comments
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Activitiyn+1
.
.
.
Activityp
Analysing the related job functions in other roles/sectors
Creation: step 2.1
Document analysis:
Input: list of the identified job activities – Output: Identification of job functions in other roles and sectors that
cover the identified job activities– Actor: Analyst
Identification of job functions in other roles and sectors that cover the identified job activities
Reference: JFRS
Instance Ref: JFRS-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: DIA – DAP - RNA
Job Activity
Role
Sector
Related Job Function
JF11
.
JA1
.
.
JF1j
.
.
.
JFn1
.
JAn
.
.
JFnn
Initial working group:
Input: Relation between the job activities and job functions in the other roles/sectors – Output: The first draft
of job functions – Actor: Analyst
Reference: FJF
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: JFRS
Job Functions

JF1

First draft of job functions
Instance Ref: FJF-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:
Job Activities
JA11
.
.
.
JA1i

.
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.
.
JAn1
.
.
.
JAnn

JFn

Identify new job functions
Creation: step 2.2
Document analysis:
Input: Job Activities not being connected to any Job Functions based on similarity analysis – Output: list of new
Job Functions related to Job Activities – Actor: Analyst
*** Identification of new job functions is done for job activities fit to none of the job functions categorized in the
previous step in the Creation phase the approach is “bottom – top”, beginning with definition of Job Activities
and the Job Functions. In Step 1 all job activates were defined and the aim of the step 2 is identification of Job
Functions for the identified Job Activities. In step 2.1 (previous step) it was tried to identify Job Functions based
on similarity analysis, meaning analyzing Professional Profiles in the other roles and sectors towards
identification of Job Functions for the identified Job Activities. But, if there are still some Job Activities that they
fit to none of the identified Job Functions, then it needs to define new Job Functions in scratch, as it is done in
this step 2.2.
Reference: RJF
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: JFRS - FJF
job activities

identification of new job functions
Instance Ref: RJF-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

JA1

new job functions
JF11
.
.
.
JF1i

.
.
.

JAn

JFn1
.
.
.
JFnm
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Initial working group:
Input: List of new job functions – Output: list of organized new job functions and job activities – Actor: Analyst
Reference: NJF
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: RJF
New Job Functions

JF1

List of new job functions
Instance Ref: NJF-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:
Job Activities
JA11
.
.
.
JA1i

.
.
.
JAn1
.
.
.
JAnn

JFn

Organizing job activities/functions
Revision: step 3.1 / Creation: step 3.1
Document analysis:
Input: Identified Job Functions/Activities – Output: list of the organized Job Functions/Activities – actor: Analyst
List of Job Functions/Activities
Reference: OJAF
Instance Ref: OJAF-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: DIA – DAFF – RNA – FJF – NJF
Job Functions
Job Activities
JA11
.
JF1
.
.
JA1n
.
.
.
JAi1
.
JFi
.
.
JAim
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Validation workshop
Input: List of Job Functions/Activities – Output: The validated list of Job Functions/Activities – actor: Analyst and
Experts
Besides the general guidelines to conduct a workshop session, presented in section 2.5, the following rules need
to be considered for this validation workshop in this step:
o Participants need to be divided in groups of 3 or 4.
o Each group needs to be guided by one member of the Analysts’ team.
o Each group must evaluate whether every Job Functions/Activities is relevant to the under design
professional profile.
o Once all reports are submitted, the Analyst presents the groups’ results to the whole group of
participants. In this stage, the validation of the items, one by one, will be discussed in the group. The
results are categorized in three classes as: “Validated”, “Validated with changes”, and “Need to be
updated”. If there is not a consensus among the group members about the validation status of an item, it
needs to be reevaluated in another workshop: an Optional validation workshop.
****The following two tables should be completed by every individual group
Group evaluation report - Job Functions
Reference: GAPP
Instance Ref: GAPP-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: OJAF
Evaluation result
Job Functions
Reasoning & Comments
Relevant
Not relevant
JF1
.
.
.
JFi
Group evaluation report - Job Activities
Evaluation result
Job Activity
Reasoning & Comments
Relevant
Not relevant
JA1
.
.
.
JAm
*****The following two tables should be completed by the Analyst regarding the groups’ evaluation reports and
final group discussion
Job Functions validation result
Reference: JFV
Instance Ref: JFV-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: OJAF - GAPP
Validation status
Validated
Need to
Job Functions
Reasoning & Comments
Validated
with
be
changes
updated
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JF1
.
.
.
JFi

Reference: JAV
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: OJAF - GAPP
Job Activities

Job Activities validation result
Instance Ref: JAV-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

Validation status
Validated
Need to
Validated
with
be
changes
updated

Reasoning & Comments

JA1
.
.
.
JAm

3.2 Design and review of Units of Learning Outcomes
After identification of Job Functions/Activities in the previous stage, Definition of a Professional Profile, the next
stage is focused on definition of Units of Learning Outcomes. This stage, Design and review of Units of Learning
Outcomes, gives templates and tables towards identification of required knowledge and skills according to the
identified job activities.
Characterize every job activity based on the IDEF02
Revision: step 4.1 / Creation: step 4.1
Initial working group:
Input: List of job activities – Output: List of activity items (Input/Output/Control/ Resource) for every activity –
Actor: Analyst
List of activity items (Input/Output/Control/Resources)
Reference: MJA
Instance Ref: MJA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: JAV - JAF
Activity items
Job Activities
Input
Output
Control
I1
O1
C1
JA1
.
.
.
In
On
Cn
.

Resource
R1
.

Rn

2

There is a complete description of “IDEF0 model” and its elements including “ Input”, “Output”, “Control” and
“Resource” in Deliverable 3.1, section 2.1.2
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.
.
JAn

In1

O1n

C1n

R1n

.

.

.

.

Inn

Onn

Cnn

Rnn

Document Analysis:
Input: List of the same job activities in the similar professional profiles – Output: List of activity items
(Input/Output/Control/Resource) for every activity – Actor: Analyst
List of activity items for the same job activities in other professional profiles
Reference: MSJA
Instance Ref: MSJA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: MJA
Professional profile
Activity items
Job Activities
Role
Sector
Technology Input
Output
Control
M11
I11
O11
JA1
.
.
.
M1n
I1n
O1n
.
.
.
M1n
In1
O1n
JAn
.
.
.
Mnn
Inn
Onn

Resource
R11
.

R1n

R1n
.

Rnn

Do similarity analysis for every activity item
Revision: step 4.2 / Creation: step 4.2
Initial working group:
Input: List of the same activity items in the developed professional profile and in other ones – Output:
Identification of the same knowledge and skills – Actor: Analyst
Identified knowledge and skills based on a similarity analysis
Reference: KSA
Instance Ref: KSA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: MJA - MSJA
Activity items (same in the
Related knowledge and skills (taken
Job Activity
developed PP and in other ones)
from other PPs)
I11
.

JA1

I1n
O11
.

O1n
C11
.
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C1n
R11
.

R1n
.
.
.
In1
.

Inn
On1
.

Onn
Cn1

JAn

.

Cnn
Rn1
.

Rnn
Identify new learning outcomes
Revision: step 4.3 / Creation: step 4.3
Initial working group:
Input: Current identified learning outcomes – Output: New learning outcomes – Actor: Analyst
New learning outcomes - for those not possible to be identified in the similarity analysis
Reference: NKSA
Instance Ref: NKSA-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: MJA – MSJA - KSA
Activity items (Not possible to
Proposed knowledge and
Reasoning and
Job Activity
identify knowledge and skills in
skills
comments
the similarity analysis)3
I11
.

I1n
O11
.

JA1

O1n
C11
.

C1n
R11
.

R1n
.
3

It refers to those activities of table (ref: MJA) that did not exist in the other professional profiles
(role/sector/technology), and therefore similarity analysis did not identify their related knowledge and skills
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.
.
In1
.

Inn
On1
.

Onn
Cn1

JAn

.

Cnn
Rn1
.

Rnn
Interview:
Input: The proposed knowledge and skills4 – Output: Draft of assessment of new learning outcomes – Actor:
Analyst and experts
Besides the general guidelines to conduct interviews, presented before in section 2.4, the following rules need
to be taken into account for the semi-structured interview sessions:
o Interviewees are asked to rate the relevance of each identified knowledge and skill to the related activity
item, in a five points scale from “not relevant at all” to “very relevant”.
o Interviewees are asked to justify their choice.
o Interviewees are asked to add any new activities missing in the identified items.

Reference: NKS
Creator:
Validator:
Related/Used templates: NKSA

List of assessment of new learning outcomes
Instance Ref: NKS-xxx-052020
Creation date:
Validation date:

Activity items (Not possible
to identify knowledge and
skills in the similarity
analysis)

Job Activity

Identified
knowledge and skills
in initial working
group

Status
Relevant

Not
relevant

Reasoning and
comments

I11
.

I1n
O11
.

JA1

O1n
C11
.

C1n
R11
.

R1n
4

The contents of the column “proposed knowledge and skills” in table (ref: NKSA)
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.
.
.
In1
.

Inn
On1
.

JAn

Onn
Cn1
.

Cnn
Rn1
.

Rnn

Organize the identified learning outcomes
Revision: step 5.1 / Creation: step 5.1
Initial working group:
Input: Job Activities/Activity items/Identified knowledge and skills – Output: List of the organized knowledge
and skills for every activity item – Actor: Analyst
List of the organized knowledge and skills
Reference: RKS
Instance Ref: RKS-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: KSA - NKS
Job Activities
Activity item
Related knowledge and skills
I11
.

I1n
O11
.

JA1

O1n
C11
.

C1n
R11
.

R1n
.
.
.
In1
JAn

.

Inn
On1
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.

Onn
Cn1
.

Cnn
Rn1
.

Rnn
Input: List of the organized knowledge and skills – Output: List of the Cross-cutting and Functional knowledge
and skills – Actor: Analyst
List of the Cross-cutting and Functional knowledge and skills
Reference: CFKS
Instance Ref: CFKS-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: RKS
Type
Knowledge and skill
Related Job Activity(ies)
Cross-cutting
Functional
Validation workshop
Input: List of the organized knowledge and skills – Output: The validated list of the identified knowledge and
skills– Actor: Analyst and experts
Besides the general guidelines to conduct a workshop session, given in section 2.5, the following rules need to
be considered for this validation workshop in this step:
o Participants need to be divided in groups of 3 or 4.
o Each group needs to be guided by one member of the Analyst team.
o Each group must evaluate whether every identified knowledge and skill are relevant to the related activity
item.
o Once all reports are submitted, the Analyst presents the groups’ results to the whole group of participants.
In this stage, the validation of the items, one by one, will be discussed in the group. The results are
categorized in three classes as: “Validated”, “Validated with changes”, and “Need to be updated”. If there
is no consensus among the group members about the validation status of an item, it needs to be
reevaluated in another workshop: an Optional validation workshop.
******The following table should be completed by every individual group
Group evaluation report – Knowledge and Skills
Reference: GAKS
Instance Ref: GAKS-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: RKS
Evaluation status
Job Activities
Reasoning and comments
Relevant
Not relevant
JA1
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.
.
.
JAn

Validation of the identified knowledge and skills
Reference: VKS
Instance Ref: VKS-xxx-052020
Creator:
Creation date:
Validator:
Validation date:
Related/Used templates: RKS - JAKS
Validation status
Job Activities
Reasoning and comments
Validated with
Need to be
Validated
changes
updated
JA1
.
.
.
JAn
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4. Appendix
A: Global (generic) flowchart for designing and reviewing professional profile in AM
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B: Schematic view of Revision and Creation of Professional Profiles
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C: A schematic of data sources process

D: Classification of origin of the skill gaps
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